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Autumn Edition
By: Jerry "Ricochet" Fritze
This November is time for the mid-term elections and as Chalks points out in his President’s Message its also time to start
thinking about the FOFA Board Member elections due very soon. Chalks also mentions continuing membership drives targeting
those Fisties who served in the squadron in the early Hornet years. Please see his article for a bit more info and please reach out
to us with any questions you may regarding the various positions.
Regarding the reunion next year I will be in attendance and will have a presentation to make and you might not want to miss
that. This will be our first full-on reunion in quite some time so we look forward to seeing as many of you as is possible.
Trivia time! Do you know why, from the mid-50’s to the end of the 70’s Naval combat aircraft were painted gloss white
underneath and on their control surfaces? Answer on page 9, and I did not know this until very recently which goes to prove that
no matter how old you are there is always something else to learn.
I would like to introduce you to LT Teddy Papenthien. Mr. Papenthien is the new PAO at VFA-25. A native of Ft. Collins, CO he
turned down selection to West Point and entered the US Naval Academy. In his own words “ I was very lucky to get an
opportunity from West Point, but I really wanted to go to sea, meet some salty characters, and try the opportunities unique to the
Navy.” Mr. Papenthien spent summers in Wisconsin where he learned to master winds, waves and currents under sail on Lake
Michigan. The term “Learning the Ropes” comes to us from the days of sail although the standing and running rigging were never
called “ropes”, each having it’s own particular name derived from its function as in back- or forestay, brace, clew, halyard, leech,
bunt and so on, each then also divided by the mast, yard or sail it was attached to. If a young man had either means or “interest”,
meaning the support of a naval officer, politician or wealthy landowner, he could enter the Navy as a midshipman at age 12 and, if
he displayed the required knowledge and characteristics relevant to a Naval Officer after about four years of sea duty, could stand
for his Lieutenants exam. Failure to pass usually meant a further six months at sea. Please see Page 9 for more on Mr.
Papenthien’s time at the Academy. He is also an excellent writer with a serious, and possibly wicked funny bone, and I don’t think
the next Newsletter editor could ask for a finer wingman.
There is very well done Hanger Deck article from lineshacker AME3 Liu. Just to note, when I was at NTC/RTC San Diego I
was caught at morning inspection with a dime in my pocket during advanced training. I had to do 2000 jumping jacks with a 14 lb,
30-06 cal Model 1908 bolt-action single-shot Springfield rifle. As another recruit from the company was detailed to count them off I
did every damn one of them. That’s not called “hazing” ladies and gentlemen. That’s what’s known as “field punishment”.

Later!
~Ricochet~

Fist JOPA:
Left to right:
Cam Schneider,
Teddy Paepnthien,
Claire Clark (high),
Blake Slocum (low),
Kevin Kelm.
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Mission Statement
Perpetuate the history of Naval Aviation Squadrons
VT-17, VA-6B, VA-65, VA-25 and VFA-25,
Remember deceased veterans and comfort their
survivors,
Conduct charitable and educational programs,
Foster and participate in activities of patriotic nature,
Assist current active squadron members, and
Provide assistance to family members in times of
emergency.

Once again I sit at the keyboard with writer’s block when suddenly a flash of news crosses my desktop screen. There is much
activity at the squadron, including a Change of Command, with Cdr. Mark “IROC” Tedrow fleeting up to the CO spot and Cdr.
Taylor “Swift” Hesse coming in as XO. On the squadron’s professional side, the new Block 3 Super Hornets continue to arrive
and the old legacy Hornets are finding their way to other squadrons. In fact, the picture below shows one of them taxiing on the
USS Nimitz for CarQuals in mid-October with a VFA-146 pilot in the cockpit. The VFA-146 Blue Diamonds must’ve just received
this aircraft because it wasn’t repainted yet, you can see the Fist logo on the tail.
On the social side of the ledger, the squadron is starting to draft plans for celebrating its 80th Anniversary. So stay tuned for
information on that event and our Fist ’23 Reunion in November, 2023 in Pensacola, FL to coincide with the Blue Angels final
airshow of the 2023 season. Lastly, I want to take a moment to thank all of you for your support of our organization and to
welcome the new members who joined us this year. But I must also mention two other important items. First, we need to
encourage and recruit new members from the Hornet community, especially those who were members of the squadron during
the 1990’s and 2000’s. And second, I need to ask for some volunteers to help lead this fine organization. It doesn’t take much
time or effort and the camaraderie is great. This will help us get back on schedule with board elections and an Annual Meeting,
two items that have been missing for several years.
Best Regards,
John “Chalks” Chalker
President, FOFA
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Skippers Corner
Hello Fisties from past and present! It certainly has been a busy year for Team
Fist. Even though we are finishing our second year of maintenance phase, we were
able to keep ourselves busy and proficient by detaching all across the country to take
part in different training opportunities.
From NAS Key West to Eielson AFB in Fairbanks, AK the Fisties engaged in a
number of training evolutions. We were able to sharpen our skills in all phases of
tactical execution, including Red Air and CAS in MCAS Miramar to a high level multinational exercise in Fairbanks, AK for Red Flag Alaska. Currently, we are in
preparations to detach to Tyndall, AFB to take part in a missile shoot and exercise
Checkered Flag, with a number of 5th gen Air Force assets.
Throughout the year the squadron has changed drastically. We were able to shed
all of our Block I F/A-18E’s and trade them in for the latest and greatest Block III’s.
The Block III’s bring a host of new capabilities to the fight but like any new aircraft they
have their gremlins that we are continuing to work through. On the people side, we
patched 5 new junior officers as we continue to build for deployment. Additionally, our
SAP renovation was completed in August so we have all new SAP certified Ops
spaces. Bottom line, we have new jets, new people, and new spaces!
Looking ahead, as soon as we return from Tyndall we begin the work-up cycle and jump right into SFARP lectures. We’ll
do mainly local ops in November then detach to NAS Fallon in December for our Air-to-Surface SFARP training. We will
break for the holidays upon return from Fallon then ramp-up for flight deck certification onboard the USS Theodore
Roosevelt and Air-to-Air SFARP at NAS Key West. That’s all for now! Busy times! I’m looking forward to sharing our
successes as we progress through the work-up cycle in 2023!
V/r,
CDR Mark “IROC” Tedrow

From the cockpit

By LT Blake “FireBlade” Slocum (This article arrived a bit to late to make the Summer Edition)

It has been a busy past few months for the Fisties, getting some great training around the country. After a successful
detachment in San Diego participating in Jaded Thunder, we hit the road up north to Alaska for Red Flag. The squadron took 5
of our new Block 3 Super Hornets to participate in the international event hosted by the US Air Force at Eielson Air Force and
Joint Base Elmendorf. We were joined by the Canadian Air Force as well as the Singapore Air Force who brought their F-15
Strike Eagles. This event was not only important training to integrate in a large force exercise with the Air Force but also our
international allies, especially in the current world environment.
Still being relatively new to the squadron, this was my first experience participating in such a large scale event where on any
given evolution there would be 40+ aircraft in the same piece of sky at a time. Being able to safely execute the mission with so
many aircraft at the same time while still maintaining big picture situational awareness to the fight helped build proficiency as a
pilot. As a squadron it was great to see how lethal the new Block 3 Super Hornet can be in a fight and how much it will play a
role in the national defense of our country.
Although maybe the most striking memory of Alaska in June will be the lack nighttime. Having sunlight 24 hours a day takes
quite the adjustment. The Fisties were joined by CAG for a summer solstice 10k run that started at 10pm with the sun still out.
The detachment up to Eielson AFB was a resounding success and after 20 different evolutions of varying complexity there
were many lessons learned. It was a pleasure to get to work with the Singapore Air Force and make lasting relationships with
our international partners.

Have you paid your 2023 Dues?

Only Voting Members have access to the Directory

Annual Dues:
$25/YR
Life Time Dues
$200
Mail dues to Financial Officer:
Chuck Webster 2441 Lock B Road North Clarksville TN 37043

Become a Voting Member!
Visit the Base Exchange at
www.fistofthefleet.org

From the cockpit

By LT Teddy Papenthien

Deep in the bowels of the Pentagon last year, the Joint Chiefs of Staff held an emergency meeting on a matter of National
Security. A Top Secret mission of vital importance, the details HIGHLY classified, had been tasked with one caveat: mission
planning factors dictated that only a Block III F/A-18E would have sharp enough teeth for the bite required. VFA-25, being the only
Block III squadron at the time, immediately was thrust into the spotlight of scrutiny to see if they were up to the task. Reviewing
VFA-25’s many merits, the Pentagon was impressed by the saltiness of the ground junior officers but panicked when it came to
their attention that VFA-25 had only 1 JO Pilot. With tensions rising and the clock ticking, the Admirals dispatched a special
committee to the far corners of this Country’s prisons, dive bars, and fight clubs to find 7 motley misfits to replenish VFA-25’s JO
ranks. The following report is an unprecedented declassification of the committee’s findings:
LT Claire “Gypsy” Clark: Clark’s juvenile criminal record is lengthy. Most notably, she holds both the Minnesota Women’s
Hockey state record for most time spent in the penalty box and a felony for taking her skate off mid game to try and stab
someone. A childhood spent eating prison food at the Minneapolis Juvenile Detention Center so soured her taste buds that she
now exclusively grocery shops at Whole Foods. Additionally, she is the only recruit to possess actual knowledge of how to land an
airplane. This committee finds her to be the right sort of brawler, but is concerned that her love of the band “Nickelback” is a
revealing character flaw.
LT Kevin “Rooney” Kelm: Kelm was found by this committee changing a tire on a jeep hundreds of miles from civilization. He
only agreed to the mission on the condition that it be executed via low level ingress. Kelm was initially recruited by this committee
because his aviation experience appeared to be lengthy, but further investigation revealed that none of his recorded flight time
occurred in a forward facing or upward firing seat.
LT Cam “Starlazer” Schneider: This committee attempted to locate Schneider at his address on file, but repeated trips to his
doorbell proved he does not live in the Central Valley. Further investigation revealed the reason for his multiple false residences:
he is a wanted man in 7 states for 1st degree breaking the hearts of local ladies.
LT Blake “Fireblade” Slocum: Slocum, a medical miracle, has baffled doctors since his birth in 1953. He was born with the
body of an old man, and shockingly aged backwards throughout the course of his life. Now 69 years old, LT Slocum wears the
body of a 12 year old boy. This committee was originally concerned that his childlike appearance might not strike enough fear into
our enemies’ hearts. However, an extra dark visor was specially developed to mask his features, thereby preventing the
adversary from thinking they were fighting a child if they VIDed him at the merge.
LT Jake “Thunder Pig” Chamberlain: In order to bring an international coalition behind this mission, this committee
recommends the recruitment of a foreign agent. Either British or Australian (we’re not sure, and don’t care), Chamberlain was
found in Las Vegas up $400 at the Craps table. His additional scuba diving skills, royal-issued wardrobe, and cheeky banter might
lead you to think him a modern 007, but only if James Bond drove a windowless unmarked white van.
LT Teddy “Shadow Wolf” Papenthien: As a small child Papenthien was shipwrecked on Wysteria Island, an eccentric
commune located on the only island west of Key West. The locals adopted and raised him as their own on the strict Wysterian
diet of lobster, scallops, and oysters. Unbeknownst to the Wysterians, Papenthien had been born with an insidious shellfish
allergy, and subsequent years of this cuisine maimed him. Later exiled from Wysteria and possessing no formal schooling, this
committee seeks his employment for experimental reasons.
LT Sean “Neptune Falcon” Garrahan On November 24th, 1971 an unidentified man hijacked Northwest Airlines Flight 305.
The man landed the plane in Seattle, released the passengers in exchange for a $200,000 ransom and 4 parachutes, then took
back off bound for Mexico City. 30 minutes after takeoff, the man parachuted out of the emergency exit and vanished without a
trace. The FBI believes his name to be “D.B. Cooper”, but his true identity remains the greatest unsolved mystery in the last
century. We believe D.B. Cooper is Sean Garrahan.
Do these intrepid instigators have what it takes to face the perils of the Pentagon’s plan? Can Gunner keep Gypsy out of jail?
Will Starlazer reconnect with his lost love, Tiffany von Winklevoss? These answers and more when we come back, stay tuned to
find out! Thanks FOFA for all your support, Fist em!

From the hanger deck By: AME3 Liu
It is a pleasure to write an article for the Fist of the Fleet Association
Newsletter. My name is AME3 Liu and I was born in Qingdao, China.
Qingdao is a beautiful costal city and is famous for the beer called
“Tsingtao.” Qingdao was leased to Germany in 1897, and Germany built
Tsingtao Brewery in 1903. Therefore, you can see tons of German
architecture and locals eating seafood while drinking beer during the
summer.
I took a 14-hour flight to Missouri when I was 17 for college education. It
was a whole new adventure for me. I was excited about my first college
class abroad, but I could not understand the professor at all. The first
challenge for me was the language, I failed miserably the first semester
with a 1.0 GPA. A warning letter that was issued to me from the school
administration said I would get kicked out if my GPA was still lower than 2.0
by the end of the second semester. It was one of the most difficult
challenges I have had in my life. I did not tell my parents and did not want
to let them down. The only way was to study as hard as I could to catch up.
After an intense but fulfilling semester, I put my GPA back to 4.0 and got
the “Dean’s List” award.
College time went by fast, I learned about self-reliance and self-control.
There were no parents or families to help you, everything was on my own.
In the last semester, I got an internship opportunity with OC Sport, a
company that focus on professional regatta, outdoor sports, and
international sport events management. My job was the tournament
coordinator and interpreter for three referees from New Zealand. At that
time, we encountered the worst typhoon in Xiamen right before the
tournament. My bed was shaking, the wind and rain were slamming the
window. The next morning, I was shocked by the view on the street. There
were broken trees and windows everywhere, even giant freight containers were blown to the middle of the road. Worst of all, most
of our boats were damaged and we had to get new boats from other places to ensure the tournament could start on time. There
was no hot water and limited power for two weeks and I even got stuck in the elevator for 2 hours. It was tough, but the tournament
was still a success. It was one of the most valuable experiences in my life.
After I graduated, I moved to LA and started my career as a personal trainer. It was a good way to get to know different people
and stay fit. I started my own business with my partner in 2018, a personal training studio called “Hiitory”. When the pandemic
started getting worse in March 2020, I sold my share and started preparing for Navy Bootcamp. I was always wondering what it
would be like to join the military, and the pandemic was the perfect timing for me to start a new adventure.
I really enjoyed the Bootcamp experience. It might sound crazy, but I could not stop smiling when I finally arrived at RTC.
People were yelling at your face just like what I watched on YouTube. It had a very steady routine and there were always
instructions, so I had a clear goal the whole time. Also, I got to meet tons of fun characters.
The story of how I ended up at VFA-25 is epic. There is a program in “A” school where you get to choose your first orders if you
get top of the class. That was what I was aiming for, and I did my research about different aircraft and orders. Finally, I got top of
the class and swapped my preference from Fallon to P8 Jacksonville. You have no idea how many people join the Navy but never
want to see the boat. However, I got called to the office after two weeks and they told me I had to make another decision because
there were no P8 orders available. The detailer was rushing me on the phone, and I picked VQ1 Whidbey Island which is a P3
squadron. After another three weeks, I got a call from VQ1 and they informed me I got sent to VFA-25 in Lemoore without a
choice. Frankly, I was pretty frustrated about how I got treated after all that hard work.
Now, it has been a year since I checked in the command, and I love it. VFA-25 is a great command with nice Chiefs and
Officers. When you bring out your issues, there is always someone willing to help you. Most people are young in the command,
with some people having just graduated from high school. The Navy is still willing to trust us with multi-million-dollar jets and the
safety of our pilots. It is an honor to do what we do, and people do not realize that sometimes.
The world is changing in a matter of seconds, and you never know what is going to happen tomorrow. I am grateful for
everything that God provides, and I believe everything happens for a reason. I am glad I chose to join the Navy and I am happy to
be a part of this command. Hooyah Navy, Hooyah VFA-25!

Change of command

Wash-job voting contest (Skipper Dragon in the red white and blue outfit).

URL: https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/heres-why-a-toilet-is-hanging-on-a-navy-f-a-18-super-hornets-wing

Did you know: navy, military and other information
Nearly 40 years ago the fate of the world rested on the decision of one man.
Stanislav Yevgrafovich Petrov was a lieutenant colonel of the Soviet Air Defense
Forces who played a key role in the 1983 Soviet nuclear false alarm incident. On 26
Sept 1983, three weeks after the Soviet military had shot down Korean Air Lines Flight
007, Petrov was the duty officer at the command center for the Oko nuclear early-warning system when the system reported that a missile had been launched from the United
States, followed by up to five more. Petrov judged the reports to be a false alarm. His
subsequent decision to disobey orders, against Soviet military protocol, is credited with
having prevented an erroneous retaliatory nuclear attack on the United States and
its NATO allies that could have resulted in a large-scale nuclear war which could have
wiped out half of the population of the countries involved. An investigation later confirmed that the Soviet satellite warning system had indeed malfunctioned. Because of
his decision not to launch a retaliatory nuclear strike amid this incident, Petrov is often
credited as having "saved the world".
According to the Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation to the UN, nuclear retaliation requires that multiple sources
confirm an attack. In any case, the incident exposed a serious flaw in the Soviet early warning system. Petrov has said that he was
neither rewarded nor punished for his actions. Had Petrov reported incoming American missiles, his superiors might have launched
an assault against the United States, precipitating a corresponding nuclear response from the United States. Petrov declared the
system's indication a false alarm. Later, it was apparent that he was right: no missiles were approaching and the computer detection
system was malfunctioning. It was subsequently determined that the false alarm had been created by a rare alignment of sunlight
on high-altitude clouds above North Dakota and the Molniya orbits of the satellites, an error later corrected by cross-referencing a
geostationary satellite.
Petrov later indicated that the influences on his decision included that he had been told a US strike would be all-out, so five
missiles seemed an illogical start; that the launch detection system was new and, in his view, not yet wholly trustworthy; that the
message passed through 30 layers of verification too quickly; and that ground radar failed to pick up corroborating evidence, even
after minutes of delay. However, in a 2013 interview, Petrov said at the time he was never sure that the alarm was erroneous. He
felt that his civilian training helped him make the right decision. He said that his colleagues were all professional soldiers with purely
military training and, following instructions, would have reported a missile launch if they had been on his shift.
Petrov underwent intense questioning by his superiors about his judgment.
Initially, he was praised for his decision. General Yury Votintsev, then
commander of the Soviet Air Defense's Missile Defense Units, who was the
first to hear Petrov's report of the incident states that Petrov's "correct actions"
were "duly noted". Petrov himself states he was initially praised by Votintsev
and promised a reward, but recalls that he was also reprimanded for improper
filing of paperwork because he had not described the incident in the war diary.
He received no reward. According to Petrov, this was because the incident
and other bugs found in the missile detection system embarrassed his
superiors and the scientists who were responsible for it, so that if he had been
officially rewarded, they would have had to be punished. He was reassigned to
a less sensitive post, took early retirement and suffered a nervous breakdown.
In a later interview, Petrov stated that the famous red button was never made
operational, as military psychologists did not want to put the decision about a
nuclear war into the hands of one single person. The incident became known publicly in 1998 upon the publication of Votintsev's
memoirs. Widespread media reports since then have increased public awareness of Petrov's actions.
There is some confusion as to precisely what Petrov's military role was in this incident. Petrov, as an individual, was not in a
position where he could have single-handedly launched any of the Soviet missile arsenal. His sole duty was to monitor satellite
surveillance equipment and report missile attack warnings up the chain of command; top Soviet leadership would have decided
whether to launch a retaliatory attack against the West. But Petrov's role was crucial in providing information to make that decision.
According to Bruce G. Blair, a Cold War nuclear strategies expert and nuclear disarmament advocate, formerly with the Center for
Defense Information, "The top leadership, given only a couple of minutes to decide, told that an attack had been launched, would
make a decision to retaliate." Petrov later said "I had obviously never imagined that I would ever face that situation. It was the first
and, as far as I know, also the last time that such a thing had happened, except for simulated practice scenarios."
In the effective altruism movement, September 26th is commemorated as Petrov day.
Petrov References
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanislav_Petrov
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-24280831 26 Sept 2013 By Pavel Aksenov
https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2017/09/18/551792129/stanislav-petrov-the-man-who-saved-the-world-dies-at-77
18 Septt 2017 By Greg Myre

Condensed from Capital Gazette articles by Bill Wagner May/June/Sept
2017
Teddy Papenthien did considerable dinghy sailing on Lake Michigan
while spending summers in Wisconsin. The Colorado native learned a
lot about the sport while serving as a junior instructor at Ephraim Yacht
Club. No aspect of that experience prepared Papenthien to serve as
skipper of Hooligan, the jewel of the Naval Academy's Varsity Offshore
Sailing Team fleet. Hooligan is a TP52, one of the world's most high-tech
racing machines. "Sailing a TP52 is nothing like sailing a Flying Scot,"
Papenthien said with a laugh. "If you asked me to name the coolest boat
I could ever imagine, I would never have come up with a TP52. It is just
so much fun to sail. We are so privileged to be able to go racing on it."
For skipper Teddy Papenthien and the Hooligan crew, Saturday
morning was the moment of truth. Those 14 members of the Naval
Academy Varsity Offshore Sailing Team have spent the past two months
training to compete in the 2017 Annapolis-to-Newport Race. Hooligan, a
TP52 that was donated to the academy, was among the second wave of starters on Saturday. Navy's VOST has a long history
of competing in offshore distance races as part of its summer training program. Hooligan is one of four Naval Academy entries in
Annapolis-to-Newport along with the Farr 40 Ranger and the Navy 44-footers Gallant and Integrity.
Papenthien, one of the few crew midshipmen who arrived at the academy with sailing experience, served as helmsman
aboard the TP52 Corsair during the 2015 Annapolis-to-Newport Race. Pat Francis and Ben Hynes, spinnaker trimmer and bowman aboard Hooligan, were also part of the Corsair crew and therefore have valuable experience in this race.
Skipper Teddy Papenthien and his crew posted a runner-up finish at the U.S. Offshore Championship last weekend on the
Chesapeake Bay. Unfortunately, the Naval Academy VOST entry wound up placing third in the prestigious regatta that is contested for the Lloyd Phoenix Trophy. Skipper Brian Kennalley and his crew representing the Chicago Corinthian Yacht Club captured the Offshore Championship, one of several national events organized by US Sailing. "Having a midshipman on the team
was great. We had Ryan Pinch and he was fantastic and a great addition to the team. He was willing to do anything and he did a
lot." Papenthien and the Midshipmen finished equal on points with the teams led by skipper Chris Lewis of Houston, Texas and
Glenn Doncaster of Raleigh, North Carolina. Those entries all totaled 33 points and scorekeepers with host Naval Academy Sailing Squadron had to go deep into the tiebreaker scenarios to sort out the final standings.
Trivia answer: to reflect the thermal pulse of the nuclear weapons they delivered.

Fistory, the hornet’s sting: Epilogue
On April 16th Lincoln departed the Persian Gulf and began the long transit home, passing India to the south, then through the
Strait of Malacca, thence through the Philippine Archipelago and debouching into the Western Pacific with only CONUS waiting
beyond the far horizon. There would be precious little flight time available but that didn’t matter as the post-operation analysis kicked
into high gear, and everyone had something to say. From Lincoln’s skipper Capt. Card and the CAG Capt. Swift, to the Air Boss and
LSOs, many of Lincoln’s Departments Heads such as Safety and Weapons and even the PAO, operational planning teams and
post-strike photographic analysis, debriefs from the Merlin pilots and the Air Force Liaison Officers, with the endless PowerPoint
presentations that became tiring as they burned your retinas out.
Coupled with all of this was the routine of keeping the squadron fit and ready for any emergencies. There were the daily briefings
and mounds of paperwork with commendations to write up, exams to schedule, promotions to award and the odd NJP. There were
hours spent visiting the shop spaces to see their needs were being met, that career path discussions were being held, training
cycles were being completed and personnel rotations were on time. Even mundane but personally important items like pay days and
mail delivery needed to proceed smoothly. The continuing maintenance cycles had to be met and, just for shits and grins, the boat
kept to its tight schedule of drills. What little leisure time there was you spent on the weight machines or jogging the forward flight
deck. Down time equated to rack time which became the dreamless sleep of the exhausted mind. And then it happened.
Somewhere amidst the discussions and conversations the thought took shape. Walking the decks and during the watches a belief
started to emerge. They say we’re the “Tip of the Sword”. That’s bullshit. The tip of the sword was the MK 84, 2000 lb.
JDAM you dropped on some poor bastards head back on March 19th. You accept the statement that the boat, okay, the ship, is a
mobile self-contained city with its own airport; and as long as it can be supplied it is a force to be reckoned with. But the ship without
its crew is utterly useless: a dead, soulless thing of steel. The crew, it’s citizens, like the squadrons embarked, is a cross-section of
Americana, and culturally diverse. More than that, as both being separated into divisions and departments are more like extended
families. And like all families there are complicated relationships filled with hopes and dreams, needs and fears, laughter, desires
and tears all punctuated with disagreements, commitments, compromise, shouting matches and occasionally a sucker-punch or
two. But they are, for the most part, the very best the country has to offer and make the ship in her entirety a living, breathing
organic entity. So then, does not the ship, with her crew, represent the heart and soul of the country; ever-ready to cross the sea
and face whatever destiny or fate awaits it? You recognize that your part in it, just like everybody else, is but a small thing,
regardless of what pride and ego may say, and it is a humbling thought, and you know you must never take it for granted. Is that
what your father meant? Man, that’s deep.
(Cont’d Page 10)

April 25th found Lincoln a day’s steaming west of Pearl. The skipper, CDR. Kauber offered you the chance to be part of the fly-off
next week but you declined. “I’m going to call my parents from Pearl and have them meet me in North Island. I want to leave Lincoln
the same way I came aboard.” “Fine, I can respect that. Maybe next time?” “Yes Sir, I’d like that.” “Plans for Pearl besides a phone
call?” “Yes, Sir. A cold beer and a quiet spot.” “Good luck with that.”
On Thursday May 1st the 1MC barked out to all hands “From the stern, Navy One.” You looked around the Ready Room in a bit of
disbelief as the CO announced to everyone there: “The President has just landed.” There was a rush to the flight deck but you sat
back and leafed through the last pile of documents in your hand, and just shook your head. Well, what do you know? A little bit of
peace and quiet. In the early morning of Friday May 2nd Lincoln passed Point Loma under cloudy skies as she entered the channel
and slowly steamed to her berth. The hanger deck now resembled a warehouse as each squadron had collected its gear in a
designated space for off-loading. Personal effects were also in abundance for transport back to NAS Lemoore or Whidbey Island.
Most of the squadron personnel were tasked with loading up the Fist gear on to the trucks at pier side before they could take off on
leave. So it goes: routine first, freedom second. It would all be waiting for them in the hanger when they reported back in two weeks.
You weren’t in a hurry to leave the boat. A long, hot shower after breakfast, finish packing, and then hit the gangway.
In the early afternoon you spied your parents from the quarterdeck some way off behind the crowds. Your mother was waving
frantically with your father behind, standing tall with his arms crossed. She just had to run up and hug you and then hold your hand.
But your father was just staring at the ship, remembering. Then the old conversation started up again. “You know, our old Essex
boats had a lot of character. The Forrestal's too.” “I know, dad. But Lincoln is a good ship, and has a damn fine crew. I don’t know
about character, but she has her own identity, and I think that’s what counts.” As he shook your hand he said “Maybe. Welcome
home. Grab a beer?” “Yes, Sir!” And he never blinked or missed a step as he said “You know son, after I trapped back aboard
Bonnie Dick from my first combat hop I climbed down from the cockpit…………………and barfed all over the deck.” As your mother
stopped and turned around with a shocked look on her face you broke out laughing; an intense and cathartic laughter that brought
you and your father that much closer together. He smiled, because he knew, but he just said “Let’s go.” You noticed as you were
crossing the parking lot you were walking in step, as if on the parade ground as you made your way to the car. Oh, what the hell:
you’re Naval Aviators.

Finis
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From the squadron official history: “Beginning on Mar 19 and ending Apr 12, VFA-25 averaged a daily combat sortie count of
20. These 272 combat sorties accounted for more than 850 hours flown and more than 300,000 pounds of ordnance dropped.”
From the VFA-25 wiki page: “On 19 Mar the squadron began combat sorties, participating in the first-night air strikes
on Baghdad,subsequent sorties striking targets in Basra, An Nasiriya, Al Kut, Najaf, Al Hillah and ultimately Baghdad. The combat
sorties over 18 straight days struck the Iraqi regime’s Medina, Baghdad, and Nebuchadnezzar Armored Divisions, military airfields,
facilities and command and control infrastructure.”
I was unable to locate any actual targeting data regarding Naval air strikes in Iraq during Operation Iraqi Freedom, the
assumption being that it is still classified. What we do know is that Mar 19th were the “decapitation” strikes by air assets against
Doha Farms in an effort to take out the Hussein family (Oops, no one home), senior Ba'ath Party leadership, and more than likely
selected Republican Guards facilities. The “Shock and Awe” campaign began the night of the 20th with strikes against command,
control and communications facilities, and attacks in earnest against military “hard targets”. So our fictional presentation is just as
plausible as any scenario you could devise until such time as those individuals who were actually there come forward and present
the facts.
Regarding OIF, first let me say that I was neither shocked nor awed. The operations during Desert Storm were overall much
more impressive. Secondly, according to US Army General Tommy Franks, there were eight objectives of the invasion:
“First: ending the regime of Saddam Hussein. Second: to identify, isolate, and eliminate Iraq's weapons of mass destruction.
Third: to search for, to capture, and to drive out terrorists from that country. Fourth: to collect such intelligence as we can relate to
terrorist networks. Fifth: to collect such intelligence as we can relate to the global network of illicit weapons of mass destruction.
Sixth: to end sanctions and to immediately deliver humanitarian support to the displaced and the many needy Iraqi citizens.
Seventh: to secure Iraq's oil fields and resources, which belong to the Iraqi people. And last: to help the Iraqi people create
conditions for a transition to representative self-government."
Item number one was achieved. All other items, in my estimation, having read many of the briefs over that last several years,
and for various well-known reasons, were abject failures. Iraq was fractured and today borders on becoming a failed state. Billions
of dollars, billions, were wasted in post-war reconstruction, most of it vanishing with no accountability. It gave rise to Islamic State
(ISIS), a brutal terrorist regime, vestiges of which still exist. And finally, it led directly to the US withdrawal from Afghanistan and its
abandonment to the Taliban in 2021. The “War on Terror”, like the “War on Drugs”, was a noble cause doomed to failure by politics
that did not give the authority or means to the forces brought to bear to achieve what many of us would consider to be victory.
Desert Storm proved that the tactical and in some cases strategic lessons of Vietnam were well remembered, and is a moment
in our history where we can all stand up and say “We did it right”. Iraqi Freedom, just 13 years later, showed us those lessons have
been forgotten, or ignored, to wit: we are not now and never have been successful at “nation-building”. However, once our military
is committed, our command structure needs to walk out of the tent housing the clown show that our political landscape has become
by declaring “Just keep us supplied and stay the hell out of our way. We’ll tell you when it’s “Mission Accomplished”.
This bears repeating: “Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.” – George Santayana, The Life of
Reason, 1905
I could not have completed “Target for Tonight” without the assistance of CDR Kristen “Dragon” Hanson. Her enthusiasm for this
project and constant humor are both gratefully acknowledged. She corrected a couple of misconceptions I had, and offered
consistent advice and insight on several aspects of modern NavAir and FA-18C operations that only a pilot with her knowledge and
experience would understand. I am deeply indebted to her.
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Samhain* (All Hallowtide)
October 31, 1984
The moon he broke through darkling clouds
While goblins screamed in joy out loud;
And witches and warlocks all did fly
Across October’s eerie skies.
This night is lit by lantern light
To drive away the ghosts of night;
Cold blows the wind past things unseen
That creep and crawl on Halloween.
The ground it shakes beneath thy feet
As the undead crawl now out to meet
The children walking foggy streets
To find and share in their tricks and treats.
The demons, devils, and spirits all
Lie in wait, wait for the Fall,
And when this night has finally come
The mortals here take flight and run.
Ancient rites, traditions old,
Legends and lore again retold;
Down through ages long since past
Halloween returns at last.
Dead things running, bats in flight,
Screams and groans fill the night,
Wraith and wight and pumpkin scowl;
Fear flows out as the wolves all howl
At ye ancient stars whose eyes have seen
These terrors here on Halloween.
*Samhain is a pagan religious festival originating from an ancient Celtic spiritual tradition. In modern times,
Samhain (Gaelic p: “SAH-win”) is usually celebrated from October 31 to November 1 to welcome in the harvest and
usher in “the dark half of the year.” Celebrants believe that the barriers between the physical world and the spirit
world break down during Samhain, allowing more interaction between humans and denizens of the Otherworld. About
halfway between the Autumn equinox and Winter solstice, it is one of the four Gaelic seasonal festivals. It is first mentioned in the
early 9th century, and is associated with many important events in Celtic mythology. Samhain was a sacred time for assembly and
for settling important business matters, such as the inauguration of new kings. Debts were repaid and trials for the more egregious
crimes were held, with justice meted out accordingly. It was marked by great gatherings and feasts, when the ancient burial mounds
were opened, which were seen as portals to the Otherworld. It was also an auspicious time for Druids to practice divination, since
connections to the spirit world were stronger than usual.

